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Introductions

Please introduce yourself:

– your name and school(s)

you work at

– include the Grade,

diagnosis of the student(s) you work with as well as  
how they communicate 

– What is one thing you hope to learn from today? 
Or a question you have…



What is Communication?

Group discussion



What is communication?

• Definition: 

– Sharing and maintaining a common focus with the 
purpose of conveying information

– Requires a sender, message and an intended 
recipient (Wikipedia)

• Not!



Types of Communication

• Oral Communication (speech)
• Visual Communication (sign language, gestures, 

facial expressions)
• Alternative and Augmentative Communication 

(AAC) (symbol systems, voice output devices)
• Written Communication
• Behavioural Communication (actions speak 

volumes)
• Manner of Communication (expression, tone of 

voice, intonation, non-literal language, etc.)



Establishing Joint Attention
• Once established, joint attention is the first 

step of learning language

• Definition: Sharing a common focus (simplest 
form is joint visual attention, e.g., child looks 
at you and then the object)



Establishing Joint Attention

• How do we get it?

– Follow their lead (you do what they want to do)

– Be animated: use exaggerated cues such as 
loudness, intonation, facial expression, body 
movement or gestures. 



It’s fun to learn!

• Pair yourself with highly reinforcing items if 
you have a child who has challenging 
behaviours or is reluctant to work.

• When we’re under stress, the brain is in a fight 
or flight mode; your survival instincts kick in 
and you want to avoid that situation

• In contrast, when we are experiencing 
something enjoyable, dopamine is produced 
in the brain which is associated with increased 
learning.



Joint Attention Video



Once joint attention is established, 
what’s next?

The basic strategies for promoting language are:

–Communicative temptations

–Self talk

–Parallel talk (child centered)

–Expansion

–Corrective modeling

–Aided language Input (ALI)



Communicative Temptations
Definition: Ways to tempt the child to initiate 

communication.   These help establish joint 
attention!

Some examples:
– Sabotage: set up situations so they need your 

help, e.g.,
• Give them the bubble container with a very tight lid
• Put something that the child will want just out of reach
• Hand the child the wrong item for the task

– Be forgetful: 
• forget to take your turn in a turn taking exchange
• try to pour something without opening the package



Self Talk

Self-talk is just that; you talk about 
yourself. More specifically, you talk about what 
you are doing, how you are feeling, things that 
you see, etc. Some examples might be:

“I’m cutting the pink paper.”

“Time to eat lunch.” 

”I’ve got a jam sandwich.” 

“I’m hungry.“



Parallel Talk
Parallel talk is similar to self talk, except rather 
than talking about what you are seeing, hearing or 
doing you are talking about what the student is 
seeing, hearing or doing. 
So, when the students are working with dough you
might say “You are rolling dough into a bun.”
“Oooo, your hands are getting sticky.” 
Notice in parallel talk, you 
are not asking questions of 
the child but rather you are 
just modeling language.



Parallel Talk, Contd.

• Talk about what the child is already interested in 
and focused on rather than directing their focus 
to something new.  

• Study by Tomasello and Todd (1983) showed that 
for normally developing children aged 12 to 18 
months, the children whose mothers talked 
about what the child was focused on had larger 
vocabularies than children whose mothers tried 
to re-direct.



Parallel Talk Video



Self Talk & Parallel Talk Video



Expansion

Expansion refers to adding information to the 
student’s comment, thereby modeling more 
advanced language structures and/or 
vocabulary.

Examples for children who use oral language:  
• Ashley sees a dog and says, “Dog”. Adult 

says, “Yes, a black dog”. 
• Jack says, “The dog is running” and the adult 

says, “Yes, the big dog is running quickly”.



Using Expansion with 
Non-Verbal Children

A child using pictures to communicate might be at the one-word 
level. The adult can expand on the child’s communication by adding 
another part of speech to the utterance.

Examples:

• Marcus points to the “bathroom” picture on his communication 
board. The adult, then models, “I need bathroom” by pointing to 
the corresponding pictures.

• Kaitlyn points to “music” picture. Adult could then point to “Play 
music” or “I want music” or “Music on” depending on the 
context. 



• With AAC users, the adult is expanding on the 
child’s utterance using the child’s communication 
system but also verbalizing at the same time!

• Always pair verbal with non-verbal!



Corrective Modeling

This refers to restating the student’s comments, 
and changing it to make it more mature and 
grammatically correct.

Example:

• The student says, “Him run”, and the adult
models, “Oh, he is running”.

*The adult should emphasize the corrected form 
(underlined above). 





Corrective Modeling Cont’d

Likewise, corrective modeling can also be used with non-
verbal students who are using an AAC system (pictures or 
voice output).  The adult models on student’s device/
system along with verbalizing.

Example:
• Corrine points to the pictures, “Cat in box” and the 

adult models, “Cat on box”.
• Kieran uses his voice output device to say, “Me likes 

swimming”. The adult models, “I like swimming”. 



Aided Language Input 

• Also known as Aided Language Stimulation
(Goossens, 1989)

• Uses all the above language stimulation strategies 
but pairs them with symbols.

• More closely resembles the way in which 
language is learned naturally.  Language is heard  
frequently, interactively, and in context.  

• Differs from most symbol comprehension training 
(e.g., stimulus-response format like “scissors, 
point to scissors”)



Aided Language Input, Cont’d

• Requires a symbol display designed to include 
vocabulary that will be targeted during a specific 
activity/situation.

• Keep in mind there’s more to communication 
than naming things - Need verbs, adjectives, 
adverbs, prepositions, questions, comments and 
interjections.

• A facilitator points to the symbols and says the 
words while interacting during the activity.
– Example:  “I am PUT(ing) a BLOCK ON” (points to 

symbol PUT and BLOCK and ON)





Aided Language Input
[MODEL, MODEL, MODEL!]



ALI Video



He can say some words, 
why doesn’t he communicate?

• In typical language development comprehension 
develops before expressive language.

• In atypical development, expressive language 
may develop first.
– The child may say things that he doesn’t understand.

• So it’s important to build on comprehension.
– Words should be learned in (varied) context, during 

experiences, by establishing joint attention, shared 
intention, following the child’s lead, and using 
communication strategies.

We only talk about what we know!



Language with Children with Autism

• Many children with Autism have some oral 
language (e.g. They can imitate, name pictures, 
read some words, are echolalic, etc.) but are not 
using their words to communicate with others.

• For these children, try teaching them to use 
words in a functional context.

• *These children may not make the leap from a 
picture naming task in which they are able to say, 
“water” to then saying “water” to request a drink 
of water.



Accept One Word Requests

• “I want popcorn” is much more effortful than 
“popcorn” and the meaning is the same and the 
reinforcement is the same.

• If your child can request 25-40 items, and your 
IEP goal is to expand the length of a child’s 
utterance, try taking a word they know and 
teaching it in different contexts.

“Open door”   “Open box”   “Open bottle”

“Turn on light”   “Turn on tap”   “Turn on iPAD”



Core Vocabulary

• Top Words Used by Toddlers (Banajee, M. 
DiCarlo, C., & Buras-Stricklin, S. (2003)

– all done/finished, go, help, here, I, in, is, it, mine, 
more, my, no, off, on, out, some, that, the, want, 
what, yes/yeah, you.



How many Language Strategies can 
you find?



Practice! Practice! Practice

• Group practice of Language Strategies (10 
minutes)



Putting IEP Goals into Action Every Day

• Use IEP Matrix to reveal opportunities to focus 
on IEP goals in every subject/activity of every 
day

– Use language facilitation strategies to help the 
student meet their objectives.

– If needed, consult with your SLP about putting the 
matrix in place for the students you work with.







Bingo!

• Guess that Language Strategy!
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